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Abstract: This paper deal with the overall heat transfer process and confrontation of 
experimental measurements and their numerical solutions on simplified model, inside the 
horizontal scraped surface heat exchanger. The experimental measurements were done on two 
horizontal scraped surface heat exchangers connected in series. As a product was thermally 
treated water, heated by vapor in the first stage and cooled by cold water in the second stage. 
Applied mass flow of the product: m=250, 500, 750, 1000 kgh-1 and rotary velocity of the shaft, 
scraper blades: rpm=20, 30, (45), 60, 90 min-1. For numerical analyses the simplified model was 
used, with taking only the area between the heat transfer tube, and the shaft with an aim to 
compare the result to experimental measurements and validate the obtained overall heat exchange, 
as justify the simplification. As a results from experimental measurements were obtained the 
correlations for Nusselt number in a form of Nu=f(Re,Pr,f/w). Based on the confrontation of 
results, it can be stated that the level of simplification used at numerical solutions, gives still an 
acceptable accuracy of overall heat transfer values. From numerical simulations were obtained 
further results as the velocity, temperature fields, which were used to make certain adaptation on 
proposed construction and their examination by additional numerical simulations. All these 
acquired results lead to better understanding the overall process inside the horizontal scraped 
surface heat exchangers and the proposed construction of mutators can increase the efficiency of 
heat transfer process for many products in a real processing. 
Keywords: Scraped surface heat exchanger, Velocity profile, Heat transfer coefficient, 
Turbulence, Computational fluid dynamics 
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1. Introduction 
 Thermal processing of high viscous, non-Newtonian, sensitive products, as cheese, 
deboned meat, caramel, puddings, glues, dyes, etc. in chemical, food and consumption 
industry is managed by the usage of Scraped Surface Heat Exchangers (SSHE). Using 
other types of heat exchangers as shell and tube, plate etc., would be impossible because 
of high viscosity of processed product, the intensive formed layer of silt on heat transfer 
surface from starting of the operation immediately, the sensitive behavior of products 
etc. There are some disadvantages of SSHE as well, which should be mentioned, like: 
possibility of mechanical cleaning, maintenance, compactness, and duty changes after 
installation or economical (cost). Even of these disadvantages, their usage has a wide 
range of application, as the other types cannot fulfill the operational, process 
requirements. 
 The very first type of these SSHE was the stirred vessels for batch processes. Due to 
the request to increase the quantity of processed products and keep the quality of them 
still on a high level, were developed the continual scraped surface heat exchangers 
(rotational or axial execution). The main goal of these heat exchangers are to keep the 
heat transfer surface clean without unwished dust, silt layer of treated products and mix 
up it from the heat transfer wall into the main axial flow by means of scrapers and 
rectifiers. The layer would create a very high resistance against the heat transfer on the 
inner, product side of the heat transfer tube, wall. 
 Development of scraped surface heat exchangers are based on a wide range of 
experimental measurements on plant units, where the correlations for Nusselt number 
are obtained, generally in a form as follows  
( ),,,, DLdDPr,RefNu wf ηη= , (1) 
where Nu, Re, Pr are the characteristic non dimensional variables; wf ηη ,  are the 
thermodynamic properties; and D, d, L are the characteristic dimensions of SSHE. 
 These correlations allow calculating the heat transfer coefficient for inner-product or 
outer-cooling, heating side. Because of the wide range of products and their 
thermodynamic behaviors, like viscosity, sensitivity, which to be thermally processed, 
needs a wide range of construction types of scraped surface heat exchangers. This 
brings the development of votators, mutators (internal construction of SSHE, - which 
means the shaft and the scraper blades, rectifiers on it), where usually the correlations 
are referred for the inner side, as the outer, - shell side is quite explored including the 
heat transfer coefficients (using water vapor, some coolant etc.). In this case a small 
modification of internal construction comparing to the one from which the correlation 
could be used, would cause a high risk for sizing the new heat exchanger, as the 
assumption of the necessary geometrical, hydro-dynamical similarity is not fulfilled. 
Taking into account this matter, a huge amount of experimental measurements was 
done, and still should be provided for specific products, and requirements at its 
processing conditions. To reduce the costs and the time for experimental measurements 
(introduction a new construction of SSHE for specific product), and improve the 
internal constructions of scraped surface heat exchangers could use a Computational 
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Fluid Dynamic (CFD) tools for numerical solutions (e.g. ANSYS CFX, Fluent). By 
these tools a wide range of constructions and process conditions can be checked without 
building up the real pilot plants and only for the best results the experimental plant, 
measurements shall be provided for final validation. The subject of presented paper is to 
introduce the results of the experimental measurement for the horizontal SSHE with one 
of the new internal mutator’s construction and the results from its numerical simulation, 
including their comparison. 
2. Theoretical approach 
 As it was mentioned, the first experiments were done by the stirred vessels for 
cooling, heating as for the crystallization. At the beginning of 20th century Huggins F. 
E. [1] observed that using the scraper blades, causes higher efficiency of heat transfer. 
The difference was less notable for low viscous fluids as for the fluids, products with 
significant viscosity. In a case of crystallization, when crystallization occurred at the 
heat transfer wall the heat transfer coefficient value was estimated about 200-1000 Wm-
2K-1, while it occurred in a near area of the heat transfer wall, the heat transfer 
coefficient was reported about 1000-2000 Wm-2K-1. Lattinen G. A. [2] was working on 
the theoretical solution for the inner side of the heat transfer wall based on the heat 
conduction for the semi-infinite body. He presumed the cooling on the heat transfer wall 
by molecular transport until the product is not mixed with the main flow by scrapers. 
His correlation has the form: 
( ) 212 /rot ZPrRe

Nu=


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, (2) 
where Rerot, Pr are the characteristic non dimensional variables; Z is the number of 
blades used for scraping in section. 
 Harriott P. [3] has noted in his work that correlation (2) obtained by Lattinen G. A. 
[2] gives good approach for low and middle viscous products, while for high viscous 
those differ by more than 50% due to the bad mixing from near surface layer to the 
main stream. Another correlation obtained by Skelland A. H. P. [4] is in the form: 
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where ρη,  are the thermodynamic properties; N is the rotating velocity of the shaft; 
and v is the average axial velocity of treated product. 
 This correlation was built for inner side of the heat transfer wall in a case of 
crystallization. Furthermore, he investigated to get some correlations by dimensional 
analyses, where he assumed the following matters having the major influence of heat 
transfer processes:  
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• thermal conductivity of treated product;  
• the axial flow velocity through the SSHE;  
• rotational speed and the diameter of the shaft;  
• the diameter of heat transfer tube-wall;  
• the thermodynamic properties of the product; and  
• the length of the heat transfer tube. 
 Weisser H. [5] in his work investigated on the impact of flow character on the heat 
transfer and power input in SSHE. He noticed that flow is sustained by shear and 
pressure forces, which cause an energy dissipation and should be taken into the account 
by the total energy equation. Further, by better heat transfer between the main stream 
and layer close to the heat transfer wall, the overall heat transfer through the heat 
transfer wall will be higher into the product (processed fluid). Possible presence of 
back-mixing will decrease the driving power of the heat transfer. In general the 
tangential velocity component has a more significant effect as axial component. Usually 
there are following type of flow present inside the SSHE’s: laminar flow (Couette 
flow), laminar flow with Taylor vortex, turbulent flow and turbulent flow with Taylor 
vortices, where the first two types are the most common flow types in SSHE’s. Because 
of the back-mixing effect on a heat transfer, one of the possible modeling the 
temperature course is the model with plug flow and turbulent heat transfer coefficient 
(mixing coefficient). Assuming that the heat transfer coefficient, the temperature of the 
heat transfer wall and the turbulent - mixing coefficient are constant, it’s possible to 
determine the axial temperature field in SSHE as follows: 
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 Solving the last equation the axial temperature course can be obtained, where 
PeD=vL/DE and DE are the diffusible mixing coefficient DE=t/cp; and St=As/mcp, 
further, pc  is a thermodynamic property; S is the characteristic dimension of SSHE; T, 
Ts are temperatures (Ts is the wall temperature); α  is the heat transfer coefficient; and 
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turb is the turbulent heat conductivity. Based on his experiments, determined the mixing 
coefficients for different operational conditions. 
 Härröd M. [6], [7] investigated about the character and profile of flow, radial and 
axial mixing as the heat transfer in a wide range of process conditions with water and 
starch pastes. The investigation was done quite detailed about the transition between 
laminar and vortical flow, their effect on radial mixing and radial temperature 
differences. 
 Tero T. [8] in his dissertation thesis investigated with crystallization, especially with 
generation of crystals, their growth and their layer growth. Based on his investigation he 
reported a graph for heat transfer coefficient (inner and overall) and heat flow (specific 
heat flow) in dependence on flow speed for both. Pascual M. R. et al. [9] measured the 
flow and thermal filed in their experimental SSHE for crystallization, while Wilson S. 
K. et al. [10] for their own geometrical solution prepared a mathematical model for 3D 
flow through their heat exchanger. 
 Trommelen A. M. [11] in his work focused on character of flow, residence time, 
heat transfer and the necessary power for mixing. He studied the effect of flow how to 
reach the highest heat transfer coefficient and the best mixing of the treated product 
from the heat transfer wall to the main stream. He observed the necessary power for 
shaft rotation based on the shear stress of the high viscous product, fluid. Because of the 
unwished effect of the back-mixing on the heat transfer, he observed further the 
character of flow, the residence time and mixing the treated product with the main 
stream. For a case of Couette flow and Taylor vortices inside the annulus with rotating 
inner wall he noticed the critical Reynolds number as follow: 
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It should be mentioned that in most of the case the common process conditions are near 
to the change from one type of the flow to another.
 Bongers M. M. P. [12] introduced a mathematical model of an ice cream freezer 
employing heat and mass transfer equations for freezer barrel as a series of well mixed 
stages, where he described the advantages and disadvantages of usage of mathematical 
model comparing with the trial-and-error way of development of new ice cream 
freezers. Following phenomena were taken into the account at mathematical model 
preparation:  
• material properties, compressible fluid a non-Newtonian rheology;  
• energy sources, heat transfer, scraping friction, crystallization and viscous 
dissipation; 
• product formulation specifics, thermal conductivity, ice phase curve, specific 
heat.  
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 A mathematical model was implemented in C++ and solved by MATLAB-
SIMULINK simulation tool. Obtained results were the product temperature, mechanical 
dissipation and heat transfer rate. After experimental measurements, the results were 
shown in graphs like, compared experimental data and model prediction of heat transfer 
coefficient vs. product temperature. de Goede R. [13] in his thesis studied several 
aspects of crystallization of paraxylene inside the SSHE. His work focused on getting 
some useful tools to increase the purity of the final product and reach more efficient 
way of processing. His work is split into several chapters with a separate investigation 
as a brief description of common crystallization, incorporation of impurities in the 
crystal matrix, crystallization and its growth properties, heat transfer process and its 
properties, as the investigation on pilot plant. 
 Pyle et al. [14] in their work focused on the mathematical model to understand and 
describe the blade wear and present forces at blade tips including the consideration of 
fluid flow in corners and edges. The blade construction has an impact on blade wear, 
which is important from the point of possible excess of fouling on the heat transfer wall 
and significant blade fragments in the processed product. Based on their model they 
reported the initial rapid wear which goes to zero rate by time. 
 Zdravec et al. [15] investigated to determine the most advisable border between the 
rotating and stationary frame of reference in a case of Rushton turbine represented by a 
class of radial impellers as a model of impeller (Rushton agitated mixing vessel). Their 
selection of this impeller was based on some Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) 
measurements by different authors before. As a result they reported that by enlarging 
the dimension of rotation reference, the influence of numerical errors due to the 
interpolation inaccuracies in transferring the results between two domains. 
 Fitt et al. [16] investigated about the theoretical model for Newtonian fluids inside 
the cylindrical annulus with scraping blades and their configurations. The investigation 
was done for channeling, which is one of the undesired effects inside the SSHE. Fluid, 
product flow through SSHE without real heat treating. Pascual M. R. et al. [17] 
observed the flow pattern and heat distribution for SSHE in a case of crystallization. 
Their computational results completely supported the measured flow field and the 
picture obtained from the temperature distribution on the heat exchange surface. 
 Solano J. P. et al. [18] investigated an innovative self-cleaning shell and tube heat 
exchangers with fitted inner scraping rod by reciprocal movement. Pressure drop test 
were carried out in the hydro-dynamically developed region under isothermal process 
conditions. Fanning friction factor was determined from fluid mass flow rate and mean 
pressure drop measurements, while heat transfer experiments were carried out under 
uniform heat flux conditions and energy was added to the working fluid by Joule effect 
heating. Aloui F. et al. [19] presented an inverse method to determine the wall shear rate 
in SSHE using polarography technique. For experimental measurements they have used 
an industrial SSHE with high viscous of an isotherm Newtonian or non-Newtonian 
product, fluid (Emkarox HV45, PolyEthylene Glycol (PEG) 35000 and shear-thinning 
guar gum). Pascual, M. R. et al. [20] studied the SSHE for crystallization with turbulent 
flow and related solid particle behavior. The liquid flow was visualized by dye injection 
and particles monitored for two type of geometries. The goal of this work was to reach a 
good scraping of particles from heat transfer wall which adhere onto the heat transfer 
wall. Both simulation and experimental approach was carried out. 
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 Pascual M. R. et al. [21] performed large eddy simulations of the turbulent flow, at 
the Reynolds number of 5x104 for crystallizer geometry with main focus of the bottom 
region where the heat exchange surface was located. The simulation they validated by 
stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) experiments. Blel W. et al. [22] 
investigated about clean-ability of inlet cell of the SSHE for optimization in order to 
reduce the hydro-dynamically dead zones. The main focus was done on new extended 
correlation previously presented on a simple system between the wall velocity gradient 
and the clean-ability. They have tested for contamination by spore-forming bacteria and 
biofilm. Using pulsating flow was reported as increasing the fluctuations and thereby 
reduces the residual contamination. Gandhi N., Prexa P. [23] prepared a CFD 
simulation and experimental measurements studying of effects like mass flow rate, 
blade design on a heat transfer and necessary power consumption of SSHE. The used 
product was milk, while cooling medium was water. The investigation was done for full 
blade design and partial - small blade design and their effect, difference on a heat 
transfer process and power consumption. 
 Arellano M. et al. [24] studied and compared their earlier experimental results for 
the sorbet crystallization, its nucleation, growth and breakage phenomena with two their 
mathematical model based on Population Balance Equation (PBE) and the coupled 
model of heat transfer and PBE with an empirical model of Residence Time 
Distribution (RTD). Results are shown in a series of graphs. They concluded that both 
approaches are very similar. Sun K. H. et al. [25] prepared a numerical 2D study of 
SSHE for non-Newtonian power law fluids, where they have been studied the effect on 
flow and heat transfer caused by blade design, material properties, shear and heat 
thinning. They have applied tangential and orthogonal blades with different gap at the 
fixation, shaft side. As a result they reported that for the shear thinning material the 
velocity profiles on the center line between two blades are flattened and position of 
center stagnation point shifted. Also noticed that for shear and heat thinning fluids, 
viscous dissipation is reduced close to the singularity corner, which caused the local 
heat fluxes and the average heat fluxes are reduced. Yataghene M. and Legrand J. [26] 
prepared a detailed 3D CFD model and analyses for their own geometrical solution. As 
a CFD tool was used Fluent 6.3 and for mesh model Gambit 2.2.3 The analyses were 
run for Newtonian fluid as pure Glycerin, for non-Newtonian fluid as 2 wt.% 
Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and 0.2 wt.% Carbopol. Results, like temperature 
profiles are presented by several graphs. By increasing the rotating velocity in a case of 
non-Newtonian fluids the heat transfer was improved, while for pure Glycerin 
dramatically decreased. It was observed that viscous heating increases with rotating 
velocity. D’Addio L. et al. [27] provided a full 3D numerical solution by Fluent 6.2 for 
Non-Newtonian product, hazelnut paste. Numerical simulations were used to 
understand and observe the effect of blade rotational speed, paste flow rate or wall 
temperature on overall heat transfer coefficient. It was observed that heat transfer 
coefficient is higher for a case of cooling than for heating, and there is a more 
significant effect on it with increasing the rotational speed, as the mass flow rate. 
Rainieri S. et al. [28] presented a parametric, robust estimation of heat transfer 
correlation for Nu number on product, inner side of the SSHE, taking into the account 
that external heat transfer coefficient is unknown. The application to both synthetic and 
experimental data was provided. The parameter estimation was optimized for sensitivity 
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and uncertainty. Both laminar and turbulent flow regimes were considered. Dehkordi K. 
S. et al. [29] prepared a numerical model to observe the influence of blade shapes and 
numbers, mass flow rate, shaft-scrapers revolution and the mechanism of applying flux. 
The relations are shown in several figures, e.g. outlet temperature respecting blade 
numbers or outlet fluid temperature on different stator material. 
 There are many further resource works including correlations for wide range of 
construction types and process conditions from various authors as Nikolajev L. N. [30] 
by dimensional analyses in a form:
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where Reax, Prf, Prw are the characteristic non dimensional variables; B, b are the 
characteristic dimensions of SSHE; c1 is a constant and e1-8  are the exponents of the 
correlation. Pálka R. [31], who prepared his experiments, presented in his dissertation 
thesis with the type of mutators and gave the correlations: 
for water: 091.033.05.033.1 ZPrReNu rot=  (7600<Re<85000, 2.2<Pr<2.8, 1<Z<4, 
1.7<D/d<2.8, 0.123<B/d<0.157)  
and for glycerol: 11.033.074.035 ZPrReNu rot=  (140<Re<2000, 100<Pr<230, 2<Z<4, 
1.7<D/d<2.8, 0.123<B/d<0.157). 
 Both given for a type of mutators with scrapes partially filling the area between the 
shaft and the heat transfer wall. 
 Deveka V. [32] who made his experimental measurement with the screw type of 
SSHE and gave his correlations in a form: 
33.044.086.2 PrReNu
mod= , (9) 
where Remod is the modified Reynolds number according [32]. Kulatschinski A. [33] for 
the similar screw type of SSHE construction introduced his correlation in a form of: 
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 Even of numerous available correlations, when there is a plan to thermally treat a 
new product with its specific thermodynamic properties or under the changed process 
conditions and modified votator’s construction, the available correlations can lead to the 
wrong sizing of the new SSHE because of the mentioned facts in Ch. 1. 
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 In addition, it should be mentioned that dead zones inside the scraped surface heat 
exchangers should be avoided due to the quality loss high sensitive products during 
their thermal treatment. In Karches T. [34] can be seen an example solution for 
detection of dead zones by analyses of flow pattern. (in this case for channel flows). 
There are mentioned three different approaches to use CFD for detection of dead zones: 
Residence Time Distribution (RTD), Local Mean Age theory (LMA) and coherent 
structure concept with their advantages and disadvantages. In Krejí T.et al. [35] can be 
seen a complex numerical solution for hydro-thermo-mechanical analyses of concrete 
structures. The work is focused on control of hydration heat evolution and moisture 
content, because of high influence of the lifecycle of structure. The used tool for 
analyses was the open source program SIFEL. 
3. Experimental measurements by horizontal SSHE with  
a new design of votator 
 The goal of the experimental measurements was to build up a new correlation for 
Nusselt number in a form of Nu=f(Re,Pr,f/w) for the new proposed construction of the 
votator, mutator and confront the results with ones from the numerical analyses. The 
exponent of the Pr number and viscosity was taken from other works. For experimental 
measurements, two horizontal SSHE’s were built in series as a unit (see Fig. 1a). At the 
first stage the product was heated by vapor to achieve a constant wall temperature, at 
second stage was cooled by cold water from the water-supply connection. 
Thermocouples were released alongside the heat transfer tube, wall in a distances 
L=125.375(2x-one rotated by 120 deg.), 625.8 mm, at all inlets-outlets and at inlet and 
in the middle of the HE in radial directions between the heat transfer wall and shaft as 
shown on Fig. 1b. 
Fig. 1. a) Two horizontal scraped surface heat exchangers connected in series;  
b) Scheme of the flow direction and heat treat process and positions of thermocouples 
 The product was fed by gear-pump in a closed circuit. The internal votator 
construction was a new own design in two executions, with and without rectifiers on the 
rotating shaft, see Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2b the temperature course can be seen along the 
vertical cross section at Center Line (CL) through the presented horizontal SSHE 
including the votator construction with rectifiers on the rotating shaft. Water was used 
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as a product (validate the results from numerical solutions). Applied mass flow and 
rotary velocity as follows: m=250, 500, 750 and 1000 kgh-1; rpm=20, 30, (45), 60, 90 
min-1. The measured values were recorded regularly at every 5 seconds for all process 
conditions and taken for data evaluation only after reached steady state conditions. 
Processing all the recorded result from experimental measurements the correlation was 
received in a form of: 
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
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
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rot PrReNu η
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. (11) 
 This correlation is a general equation for a calculation of Nu number for heating, 
cooling process and for both type of mutator’s construction taken into the account. The 
following correlation is the one for getting the Nu number for only a case of heating for 
both type of votator 33.034.0Re5.6 PrNu rot=  and in case of cooling: 304.01.10 rotReNu = , 
where w means at wall temperature.  
Fig. 2. a) Two execution of votators, without and with rectifiers on the rotating shaft,  
d=60mm for cooling, d=48mm for heating; b) Vertical cross section at CL through  
the horizontal SSHE, Djacket-in=172 mm, Dheat-transfer-in=98.8/122.9 mm, dshaft-out=48/60 mm 
 The prediction that results by using the mutators with built in rectifiers will be more 
efficient, was not confirmed fully by using the water as product. This can be explained 
by good radial mixing with both executions of votators in a case of water. On the other 
hand, the higher, even very big difference in efficiency can be predicted surely for high 
viscous, non-Newtonian products (already seen from the preliminary numerical 
solutions for honey, ketchup, chocolate cream). 
4. Numerical analyses of the horizontal SSHE 
 In parallel with the practical measurement the numerical model was prepared and 
then for numerical analyses the applied process and boundary conditions from 
measurements were adopted as much as possible. As the full numerical model requires 
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too many nodes, taking into account the available computer capacity and necessary time 
for run, the simplification of it had to be considered. 
 The chosen simplified model (see Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b) with taking only the area 
between the heat transfer tube, wall and the shaft. This simplification is quite 
respectable, mainly for a stage of cooling where expected constant heat transfer wall 
temperature in numerical model can significantly differ from the real case (higher 
deviation of results comparing the practical measurement, the simplification should be 
revaluated). 
Fig. 3. Simplified numerical models for a) STs type of mutator and  
b) STUs type of mutator 
 There are some other deviations by simplification which can lead to higher 
differences between obtained results. There are for instance, the inlet surface where the 
equally released mass flow was considered, but in real case this differ significantly, than 
the missing inlet-outlet cells, which has an effect on the flow character and can cause a 
difference as well and some others. For getting better overview in later stage, analyses 
with inlet and outlet cells will be provided (because of pressure loss information and 
characteristic of flow, which will be reported by different paper). 
 The simplified model was built from stationary and rotary domains according the 
real process conditions. This takes into the account the rotary motion of blades and 
rectifiers. In case of rotating shaft with scraper blades and rectifiers on it (STUs type), 
the full cross section (in a length of blades) was rotary, while at rotating shaft with 
scraper blades but without rectifiers on it (STs type), only the affected part. The border 
of rotary and stationary domain was set up on 2 mm from lower edge of blades (in 
radial direction). This is a value, which should be checked for different offsets and the 
results should be compared, to be sure with specified value (due to the rotary motion 
effect of blades on product’s flow). To minimize the effect at outlet, a 300 mm extra 
length of pipe segment was specified. The specified stationary domains at inlet, in the 
middle and outlet were used because the built-up plant had a thermocouples added in 
these positions and the aim was following the situation from experimental plant on 
numerical model as much as possible. The real construction if SSHE’s are designed 
without these ‘areas’, except the situation where it belongs to the inlet or outlet cell. 
 The initial, boundary conditions as follows: inlet temperature from the experimental 
measurement, the heat transfer wall temperature specified as a constant value, which 
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was calculated from the measured values alongside the heat transfer wall (arithmetic 
average), on inlet surface the equally released mass flow, reference pressure 1 bar(a), 
product outlet specified as opening. Applied turbulence model was the Shear Stress 
Transport model (SST). The initialization turbulence was 5% (specified as medium 
according CFX tool, for a case when it is not know in advance). The analyses were 
provided under the steady state conditions. 
 After provided analyses the temperatures were taken into the chart from the 
simplified model from the inlet through the SSHE at 20 mm distances in cross sections 
perpendicular on axis of the SSHE. The temperatures taken from numerical model are 
the average values in section (shows difference with experimental values, which are 
local temperatures at applied positions). The inlet and outlet temperatures from 
numerical model are taken at the inlet and outlet surface also as an average value, while 
the measured values are taken at the inlet, outlet position exactly where the 
thermocouples are located. 
 There are several results, which can be obtained from the numerical analyses for 
valuation and better understanding the overall process (e.g. velocity profiles, 
temperature fields, local vortices, pressure losses, etc.), but this paper focusing only the 
temperature field alongside the heat exchanger and the overall temperature change. In 
Fig. 4a, Fig. 4b some obtained results (m=1000 kgh-1, rpm=90 min-1, heating case) from 
numerical analyses can be seen, which are quite important to understand the process 
conditions  and temperature field development. 
Fig. 4. Axial velocity (Vxz) vector and temperature distribution in a CL section for simplified 
model a) without inlet cell, and b) incl. the inlet cell  
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5. Results 
 After all results were processed and arranged into the graphs and charts, it can be 
seen that the numerical solutions are giving a good approximation, even though the 
simplified model was applied. Most results showed only 6% of discrepancy between the 
measured and calculated data. The rest, where the difference is higher (still below 11%) 
can be accepted as adequate, because of the reported simplification for numerical model 
mentioned in Ch. 4. The difference between the numerical and experimental data was 
below 3% in case of using more detailed numerical model of the heat exchanger (inlet 
and outlet cell included). 
 There are several reasons of those higher differences which could be found behind 
like the used turbulence model (these are all based on some prediction, which leads to 
some difference). Another significant effect on differences (but this can be due to the 
simplification as well), the effect of heat conduction from the process (heat transfer 
wall) to all the construction parts of the SSHE. This was taken at numerical analyses on 
the shaft as adiabatic wall, and in a case of included inlet/outlet cells those had adiabatic 
walls as well. These facts can just confirm that usage of detailed, full numerical model 
solution will be very close to real process conditions. 
 The results confirmed the written assumption in Ch. 1 that by numerical analyses 
can be reduced the costs of SSHE development or improvement for any process 
conditions. There is no necessary to manufacture a scale plant for all new proposed 
construction to get the results for valuation, just for the ones where the numerical 
solutions will give the best assumes, results (this is a huge benefit of the available CFD 
tools) 
 Hereby below in Fig. 5 the processed graph and charts of obtained results is shown.  
Here the temperature rise alongside the horizontal SSHE in a case of simplified model 
with and without applied inlet/outlet cell can be seen, as the measured values from the 
measurement. The immediate temperature rise just after the inlet can be explained by 
means of local turbulence caused by rotary motion of scraper blades (see Fig. 4a,  
Fig. 4b). This effect is more significant if rotary velocity increased. On the other hand, 
it can be seen that in a case of applied inlet cell for numerical solution (and in real 
process conditions) the effect is partly balanced (e.g. caused by applied static mixer). 
The disadvantage of those static mixers is present due to the caused pressure drop 
(overall energy consumption) and the necessary cleaning process of them. 
 The difference between the measured and simulated results for STUs and STs type 
of votators for process conditions, heating and cooling are not higher than 6.5% for all 
cases. From the chart can be seen that the difference of the temperatures (measured and 
calculated) are in some cases higher in certain distance from the inlet, but closer at the 
end. This is due to the taken average temperature in cross sections from the numerical 
analyses, while in the practical measurement the thermocouples are measuring the local 
temperatures. During the measurements were observed that the position of 
thermocouples had an effect on obtained temperatures. The best performance was 
received when the thermocouples were on the side of the case. When orientation was 
against the axial flow or just behind the case, the results shows higher discrepancy. This 
could be by local turbulence around the case or by the heat conduction of the case from 
the heat transfer tube/wall as well. 
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Fig. 5. Measured and numerical results. (heating, m=1000 kgs-1, rpm=90 min-1)
6. Conclusion 
 Based on the results from the measurement and numerical analyses can be stated 
that the usage of CFD tools for development or design of new type of SSHE’s, or their 
development for different type of treated product has a strong base and can lead to the 
economic benefits. The results were validated successfully. During the process of these 
measurements and numerical analyses more construction types of votators were 
designed and developed. For those new type of constructions numerous numerical 
analyses were already provided to evaluate the temperature and velocity field. Some of 
the results from these numerical solutions were already published. The measurements 
will be future plans for those new constructions, in cooperation with possible consumer, 
manufacturer of SSHE’s. The conclusion of above prepared work gives a good base to 
continue certify the same for usage of high viscous non-Newtonian products like 
caramel, mineral oils, puddings, ground meat, dyes or any specific, sensitive products.  
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